Abstract. The lattice structure of conventional linear congruential random number generators (LCGs), over integers, is well known. In this paper, we study LCGs in the field of formal Laurent series, with coefficients in the Galois field F2 . The state of the generator (a Laurent series) evolves according to a linear recursion and can be mapped to a number between 0 and 1, producing what we call a LS2 sequence. In particular, the sequences produced by simple or combined Tausworthe generators are special cases of LS2 sequences. By analyzing the lattice structure of the LCG, we obtain a precise description of how all the k-dimensional vectors formed by successive values in the LS2 sequence are distributed in the unit hypercube. More specifically, for any partition of the fc-dimensional hypercube into 2kl identical subcubes, we can quickly compute a table giving the exact number of subcubes that contain exactly n points, for each integer n . We give numerical examples and discuss the practical implications of our results.
Introduction
Following Tezuka [12, 13] , we consider the analogue of a multiplicative linear congruential generator in the field K of formal Laurent expansions (at infinity) with coefficients in the Galois field F2 :
(1) X = a"z" + a"-Xz"-x + ■ ■ ■ , where n is any integer. This generator is conveniently defined with the help of the operators frac(x) = a_iz_1 +a_2z~2 -I-, trunc/(x) = a"z" + a"-Xz"~x + -l-a./z"' for x e K defined as in (1) and / e Z. Let a (the multiplier) and m (the modulus) be nonzero elements in A'. For / > 0, we consider the pseudorandom sequence (2) u¡ = trunc/(frac(fl' /m)), ¿ = 0,1,2,....
One can identify any element x expressed as in (1) with the real number a"2n + a"_i2"_1 -|-, where each a, e ¥2 is identified with its representative integer 0 or 1. The sequence (2) in K is then identified with a pseudorandom sequence in the interval [0, 1), which we call a LS2 (Laurent Series over F2) sequence. As pointed out by Tezuka [12, 13] , the usual Tausworthe sequences, as well as their combinations by means of addition modulo two, are instances of this scheme. Tezuka has also shown the influence of the last and first successive minima of certain lattices in Kk associated with combined generators, and with their components, on their /c-distribution properties.
The aim of this paper is to show that a more complete description of the kdistribution involves all successive minima for the corresponding lattices. For any partition of the fc-dimensional hypercube into 2kl identical subcubes, we show how to quickly compute a table giving the number of subcubes that contain exactly n points, for each integer n .
In §2, we recall some facts concerning lattices in a field of series and prove a key theorem from which the rest of our results will follow. Section 3 gives a precise statement of the /c-distribution problem that we want to address. We solve that problem in §4 for the case of an irreducible modulus m and in §5 for the case of combined generators with two or three components. In all cases, we assume (among other things) that a and m are polynomials in K and that the generator has (full) period 2P -1, where p is the degree of m . Section 6 (in the Supplements section at the end of this issue) gives numerical examples illustrating the practical implications of our results.
Lattices
Following Mahler [6] , we define a non-Archimedean valuation in K by fO ifx = 0, |xl = \ 1 2" if x ^ 0 and x is given by ( 1 ) with a" ^ 0.
This makes K a locally compact field. Let k denote a positive integer. The vector space Kk is then normed by \\X\\ = max\<i<k |x,|, where X = (xx, ... ,xk), and it is also locally compact. We now consider, in K, the subring of polynomials A = ¥2[z] and Asubmodules of Kk . We call one such submodule a lattice if it is discrete in Kk . We will not assume, as is usually done, that a lattice has maximal rank over A . One may then define its rank as the dimension of the A'-vector subspace it generates. We note that, because of local compactness, linear independence in a lattice is the same over A as over K . We will make use of the following result (see the proof of Lemma 1 of [7] ). Theorem 1. Let Xx, ... , Xf, be points in a lattice L c Kk of rank h with the following properties:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (ii) for i = 2, ... , h, X¡ is a shortest vector among the set of vectors X in L such that Xx, ... , X¡_x, X are linearly independent over A .
Then Xx, ... , Xh form a basis of L over A. D
Since any cube Cr = {X | ||X|| < 2r}, reZ, contains but a finite number of points in a given lattice L, it follows that a system as in Theorem 1 always exists. This system is a reduced basis for L (in the sense of Minkowski). The numbers 0 i = \\Xj\\ > 0 are then uniquely determined by the lattice and are called its successive minima. Lenstra [4] gives details on how to compute these numbers (and a reduced basis) efficiently when the lattice is integral (i.e., contained in Ak).
One can view LnCr as a vector space over F2, with cardinality 2d , where d is its finite dimension over F2. In the next theorem, we show that the number 2d of lattice points in the cube Cr is determined by r and the lattice's successive minima. Let s¡ = log2 er, (an integer). For t e R, let t+ denote max(r, 0).
Proof. Let Xx, ... , Xh be as in Theorem 1. For each integer j > 0, let hj = max{/' < h I Si < /'} be the number of points X¡ contained in Cj+X and, for 1 < i < hj», let X\j) = zJ~s'Xi. Then, ||^;)|| = V . We will now prove that the system 3 § = {Xy' \ j < r, 1 < i < hj) is a basis for LnCr over F2. From that, equation (3) easily follows. We show first that for each j > sx , the system x[^, ... , X^ is linearly independent over F2 modulo C¡. Let us prove that property by induction on j. For j = sx, one has hj = max{/ < h \ s¡ -Sy = j) and the vectors x\j), ... , XJJ' are in fact X\, ... ,Xk¡, which are linearly independent by construction. Now, let j > S\ + 1 and assume that Xf1', ... , x\]~X) are linearly independent over F2 modulo C¡-\ . Let X e C¡ be a linear combination over F2 of X[J), ... , Xhj). If j = s¡ for some i, let / = min{/ | s, = ;'} . This linear combination cannot involve any of XJ^ , ... , X^ (that is, X¡, ... , Xh.), since X would be linearly independent of Xx, ... , X¡_x (and shorter than X¡) contradicting the minimality property of X¡. If j ^ s¡ for all i, then hj = hj-X. Therefore, in both cases, the linear combination can involve only X\j), ... , Xh^_ . For these we have X\j) = zX\J~X) and, since multiplication by z is a linear (over F2) automorphism of Kk mapping C/_j onto Cj, it follows that they are linearly independent over F2 modulo C, and our linear combination must be trivial. This completes the induction.
We are now ready to show that & § is a basis , i.e., that it is linearly independent and that every vector of LnCr can be expressed as a linear combination of vectors of 38 . Let X e L. From Theorem 1, X can be expressed uniquely as a linear combination of Xx, ... , Xh , with coefficients in A , that is (4) * = ¿£cínz^, = ¿£c0;r«, i'=l n>0 i=l j>s, where each c¡" = c¡tS.+n is in F2 and there are finitely many nonzero c,"'s.
Since the cin's are unique, the c,"'s are also unique. If X = 0, then each c¡" must be zero because the Xfs are independent over A . As a consequence, if X = 0, each c¡j must be zero, which implies that 38 is linearly independent over F2. It remains to show that, if X e Cr, c¿j ^ 0 implies j < r. Let / = max{y | ¿¡j ^ 0}. One has / > $i, because sx < s2 < ■ ■ ■ < sk and the sum in (4) is extended over j > s¡. Suppose that I > r, and let X^CitXf^X-YYcu^.
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Since X e Cr ç C¡ and X\i] e Q for each j < I, one has X e Q. In other words, X = 0 modulo Q. Since X\\ ... , Xh] are linearly independent modulo C/, this implies c¡¡ = 0 for each /', which contradicts the definition of /. Therefore, I < r and the conclusion follows. For each integer / > 0, let E¡ = trunc/(Co), where trunc/ is applied componentwise. The operator trunc/ then defines a linear transformation over F2, (6) trunc/ : L n Co -> E¡.
We now define a frequency function f¡ : E¡ -> N U {0} by fi(X) = card{7? e 5 | trunc/(7?) = X).
The set E¡ corresponds to a partition of the hypercube [0, 1 )k into 2lk cubic cells of the same size; we note that, if X e E¡ and 7? e S, the condition trunc/(7?) = X means that the point in Rk corresponding to R lies (strictly, because of (A3)) inside the cube flf=i [x¡, x¡ + 2~l), where x, is the real number corresponding to the itb coordinate of X ; f(X) is then the number of such points R e S falling into this cube. For each integer n , let <p,(n) = card{X£Ei\fi(X) = n}, which represents the number of cells that contain exactly n points. We will be concerned in the next sections with the problem of computing tp¡(n) efficiently for every nonnegative integer n .
Simple generators
We first consider the case where the polynomial m is irreducible. In that case, the pseudorandom sequence is called simple. Let p be the degree of m . From (5) we see that S = L n Co \ {0} . Also, the kernel of the mapping (6) is L n C_/ and, if we denote its image by L^ , we obtain for X e E¡,
{0
if
Now, card(L n C_/) = 2d, where ú? is given in Theorem 2 with r = -I and h = k . Then, from (6) and (5)
Since dim^Ti/) = kl, there are 2kl -2p~d points in E¡ \ L(/) and 2P~d points in L'''. This is summarized in Table 1 , which gives the value of tp¡(n) for all values of n for which it could be nonzero. Tezuka [12] calls the pseudorandom sequence A:-distributed with resolution / when the case n = 0 does not occur, i.e., when (7) lk=p-d.
In the trivial case / = 0, we have E¡ = {0} and d = p, so that (7) holds. As / increases through successive integers, r = -I correspondingly decreases and Table 1 . Values of tp¡(n) that could be nonzero
by Theorem 2, (7) 
For each X e E¡ \ L(/), one has f¡(X) = 0. Those X e L(/) correspond by (6) to the cosets W of W in V . For any given coset W , we define the signature of W (also the signature of X) as the set <S>(W) = {*¥ ç {1, ... , 7} | W n Vw / 0} . Observe that for each W, card(H") = card(W0 = 2d and when W intersects Vv, card^' n Vw) = card^ n Vy) = card(U^) = 2d* . A nonempty family O of subsets of {1, ... , 7} such that Ve$ and TcT imply 4" e <P, will be called a maximal family. Reciprocally, a nonempty family T of subsets of {1, ... , /} such that XVX, T2er implies 4*1 £ T2 and 4*21-4*i, will be called a minimal family. Let Q and A denote the classes of all maximal and minimal families, respectively. A set 4* belonging to a maximal family O is called a minimal element of <P if no proper subset of 4* belongs to <P. The set of minimal elements of <P will be called the generator of O, and denoted by t(O) . Since t(«P) contains only minimal elements, it is clearly a minimal family, that is, t(<£>) € A. The next lemma shows that the mapping x : Q -y A is one-to-one and onto, and also that Í2 contains all signatures. Lemma 1. If <1> is a signature, then <P e Q. Also, x : Q -+ A is one-to-one and onto.
Proof Let O = <&(!¥') be a signature and assume 4* £ O. Then W n V^ ¿ 0 and, if 4* c 4" , 1^ is a subset of V^ and IF' n Vy, ¿ 0 . Therefore O £ £2. Now, let T e A and let <P be the family of all subsets of {1, ... , /} that contain (or are equal to) some element of Y. Then, <P £ Q and t(O) = T, which proves that x is onto. If 3>i is another maximal family with t(<Pi ) = Y, then $ ç $1, because Y ç Ox, so that by the definition of <P and since <Pi € Q, every set of <P must be in <Pi. Also, since t(<Pi) = Y, all sets of <l>i \ T have proper subsets in Y, which implies that i>i ç <P. Therefore, one must have Oj = O, which means that x is one-to-one. G Let X e L(/), and let W be the coset that is mapped to X. We then have, from ( 10) and using a standard inclusion-exclusion argument,
For each O £ Q, let c* denote the number of cosets of W (in V) with signature O. In view of (11), it will be sufficient to determine these numbers. We will use intermediate quantities
The quantity Cp is the number of cosets W with signature $3i_1(r), that is, with the property that W n Vy ^ 0 if and only if 4* £ <P. They are related to the co's by the equations (13) Y c<J> = cr> T£A.
{<i>|rç<D} Observe that the sum in (13) is over all maximal families O that contain T_1(r). The quantities Cr will be determined, partly by Theorem 3, and completely in cases / = 2 or 3. In such cases, one can also compute the c^'s using ( 13) because of the following lemma. Ter If the mapping is not onto, the second equality in this proof must be replaced by < and the next to last equality above must be replaced by > .
If |r| = 1, say r = {4*} , then (16) becomes Vw -* Vv/iVv + Wl,), which is clearly onto. Suppose that |r| = 2, namely Y = {4*i, 4*2} . Let v = (v2, vx) e w"/( w, + W*0) x VvJiVy2 + WVo). Since VVo = VVl + V?2, there is a v2 € V<¥2 n v2, and similarly for vx. Then, the mapping (16) is again onto. D vx + v2 £ Kp0 is mapped to v . So, Below, we give specific tables for the cases 7 = 2 and 7 = 3. For 7 = 2 all the tVs can be computed easily from Theorem 3. For 7 = 3, Theorem 3 gives us one equation for each set I" £ A, except for one, for which the mapping (16) is not onto. We obtain this last equation and show how all the c<j>'s can be computed by considering a special lattice, different from the TVs, and its successive minima. Below, <P denotes the signature of X. Table 2 . We number these signatures from 1 to 5 and, to simplify the notation, we will replace each signature <P by its corresponding number when used as a subscript of c. In this case, Theorem 3 gives us an equation for each set Y, as shown in Table 3 . These results are summarized in Table 4 , where the first column gives all possible values of n for which tp¡(n) is not always zero. The integers d, dx Table 4 might be equal to -1, but that then the corresponding entry in the second column is zero.) To have the points "well distributed" among the cells, one would like to have first the smallest possible d, then the smallest dx and d2. The best case is d = p -Ik and dx = d2 = 0, which could occur only when Ik <p . 5.3 . Three simple components. For 7 = 3, we have card(ß) = 19 as shown in Table 5 . Again, we number these signatures from 1 to 19 and use these numbers as subscripts of c. 3}}   3}}  2},{1, 3}}  3}}  3}}  3}, {2,3}}  3},{1}}  3}, {2}}  3}, {3}}   3}, {2,3}, {1}}  3}, {2, 3}, {2}}  3}, {2, 3}, {3}}  3}, {2,3},{1},{2}}  3}, {2,3},{1},{3}}  3}, {2, 3}, {2}, {3}}  3}, {2,3},{1},  {2}, {3}}  3},{2,3},{1}, {2}, {3},< 2" -2"23 2d -2d\2 -2t'i3 id _ 2^12 -ldis 2d -2dn -2¿23 2d -2dn -2rfi3 -2^23 2d -2dn -2dn +2d\ ■ 2rf23 + 2rf2 
Two simple components. For 7 = 2, we have card(Q) = 5 as shown in
is more difficult and is taken care of by Lemma 3 below. These results are summarized in Table 6 . From the equations of Table 6 , the c,'s (i.e., the values of cpi(n)) can be computed easily. We now explain how to deal with Y = {{1}, {2}, {3}}, i.e., how to compute D = dim(((Ki + W) n (V2 + W) n (K3 + IV))/W). For this case, the mapping (16) is not onto in general and D cannot be determined by only the p^s and dip's. We give examples of that at the end of the Appendix. Consider the lattice L' = Li2xL]3X L23 c Kik and the mapping n: Kik *-♦ Kk defined by n(vx ,v2,v3) = vx+v2 + Vi. Let L = L' n ker(n) = {v e L' \ n(v) = 0}, the kernel of n restricted to L'. This L is a lattice in Kik and we have:
Proof. Let W = IVX2 + Wx3 + W23 and ¿7 = dim(TF). From Lemma 6 in the Appendix (in the Supplement section), one has (19)
Merging (19) and (20) completes the proof. D
We can now compute D using Theorem 2 by determining L's successive minima. For this, we must construct a basis for L, which can then be reduced by Lenstra's algorithm [4] . We will now work in L modulo Ak , i.e., in the quotient group L/Ak . In that group, L is the direct sum of Lx, L2, and L3. This comes from (9) and noticing that the mapping "frac" induces a projection L -> L n Co with kernel Ak (and the same for Lx, L2 and L3). So, from (21) (each term £ L) plus something in A3k which must also be in L. So, a generating system for L is obtained as the union of a basis for A3k n ker(n), {(vx, -vx, 0)}, {(v2, 0, -v2)} , and {(0,v3, -v3)} , where vx,v2 and v3 run through a basis of LX,L2, and L3, respectively. Finally, a basis for A3k n ker(rç) is given by {e¡ -ei+k , e¡ -ei+2k \ i = 1, ... , k} , where e¡ £ A3k is the vector with all components 0 with the exception of the z'th one, which is the polynomial equal to 1. It now remains to transform this generating system into a basis for L. This is similar to the corresponding problem for lattices in R" , but now, integral linear combination means a linear combination with coefficients in A . So, let Xx, ... , X" denote a generating system, each vector having been multiplied by the modulus m so that all coordinates now belong to A . If some of these Xfs have a nonzero first coordinate, one may construct, by the usual process of finding a gcd, a linear combination of them, say X , with the property that the first coordinate of X divides (in A) the first coordinate of each X¿. One can then, by adding an integral multiple of X to the X¿'s, modify them so that their first coordinate is 0. We now have a new generating system formed by the modified X¿'s, together with X . In case all X,'s had zero first coordinate from the start, we just do nothing at this step. Then, we repeat the process for the second coordinate of the X¡% etc., each time obtaining possibly a new X . At each step, the X¡'s, together with all the obtained X's, still form a generating system for L. Once the process is terminated for all coordinates, all the Xfs are zero and we can forget them. The basis is then the set of X's divided by the modulus m.
Bibliography VOLUME 60, NUMBER 202 APRIL 1993, PAGES S11-S16 In this section, a LS2 (or Tausworthe) generator g with multiplier a and modulus m will be denoted by g = (a,m), and our use of Theorem 2 will always be with h = k and r = -I.
6.1.
A Combination of Two or Three Toy Generators.
As a first illustration, we examine in detail the (low-dimensional) behavior of the three simple "toy" generators </! = (x, x3+x+l), g2 = (x2, x4+x+l), and g3 = (x3, x5+x2-\-\), as well as the combination 323 of the last two, and the combination 5123 of all three. Since gcd(25 -1, 24 -1 ) = gcd(31,15) = 1, the period of 523 is 31 x 15 = 465. Similarly, since gcd(23 -1, 465) = 1, the period of 5123 is 465 x 7 = 3255. Table 7 Dimensions associated with g¡, g2, g3, and their combinations, for k -2.
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